
BUSAN IFF / Asian Film Market 2015

RAGING ROSE  
France, Poland - 2015 - 80 min - HD - 1:2.0 - 5.1 - French 

a first feature film by

Julia Kowalski

SynopSiS

Jozef, a blue-collar Pole, arrives in France to work 

in construction, but also to find his son Roman, 

whom he abandoned 15 years earlier. His boss’s 

daughter, Rose, a teenager in the tumult of sexual 

awakening, offers to help him in his search. She 

ends up falling desperately in love with Roman, 

their encounter having an unexpected impact on 

both their teenage lives.

SCREENINGS in Busan - Flash Forward

2nd  13:00  Megabox Busan Theater 5         
                                
6th  14:30   Lotte Cinema Centum City 10
(Press & Industry) 

7th  19:30   Lotte Cinema Centum City 4 
(with Q&A)

8th  16:00   Lotte Cinema Centum City 4 
(with Q&A)

Original Title: CRACHE COEUR

MAX & LENNY 
a first feature film by

Fred nicolas 
France - 2014 - 85 mins - HD - 1:2.35- 5.1 - French

 

SynopSiS
Marseille, a multicultural city. Max is a cheerful 
teenager who lives illegally with her Congolese 
family. Lenny meets Max while she is rehearsing 
her rapping in secret. Rap is the language of her 
soul, and music will be the bond that unites the 
two girls.

ASIAN FILM MARKET SCREENING

5th  15:00   Bexco screening room A



Alpha Violet in Busan October 3-6 ‘15
ASIAN FILM MARKET 
EFP/Unifrance booth - Bexco Hall 4 #07

KEIKO FUNATO 
+ 33 6 29 83 51 08 
keiko@alphaviolet.com

THE SOUND OF TREES 
(original title: Le Bruit des Arbres)

by François Péloquin
Canada - 2015 - 79’ - HD - 1:2.39 - 5.1 - French 

SyNOPSIS

At 17 Jérémie dreams of a life different from the 

one that awaits him at the family sawmill in the 

small Canadian town where he lives. Jérémie is 

more interested in pimping his car, listening to 

hip hop, and slacking off with his friends. This 

impressionistic debut, built upon convincing 

performances, tells of a summer that complete-

ly changed a teenager’s life.

Festival selections:

Karlovy Vary ‘15 competition (WP)

Fiff Namur ‘15 competition

Vancouver IFF ‘15

Sao Paulo IFF ‘15

Tallinn BN Just FF ‘15

THIRST
(original title: Jajda)

by Svetla Tsotsorkova
Bulgaria - 2015 - 90 min - HD - 1:2.39 Surround 5.1 - Bulgarian

SyNOPSIS

A couple and their teenage son eke out a living 

on a hilltop, doing the laundry for local hotels, 

despite the intermittent water supply. Their sim-

ple life is overturned by the arrival of a father-

and-daughter team of diviner and well-digger, 

who promise to bring an end to this precarious 

existence by finding a source on their arid hill. 

But ultimately, these newcomers quench a thirst 

that is much stronger than that for mere water.

Festivals selections:
San Sebastian ‘15 New Directors (WP)
Zurich IFF ’15 competition
Haifa IFF ‘15 competition
Hamburg IFF ‘15
London BFI ‘15

www.alphaviolet.com

UpCoMinG TiTLES

MARIE & THE MISFITS

by Sébastien Betbeder (“2 Autumns 3 Winters”) 

Winter 2015-16

Spring 2016

LUXEMBOURG

by Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy (“The Tribe”) 

A film noir taking place in 
the Chernobyl restricted 
area - which is the same 
land size to Luxembourg.

A story of desperate souls 
between Paris and an is-
land in Bretagne. 
*featuring Eric Cantona


